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07 November 2022

Dear Parents and Carers

Admissions Consultation - Sixth Form Admissions

This letter seeks to clarify some of the emerging questions surrounding the Admissions Consultation,
particularly in regards to the proposed Sixth Form Admissions changes for 2024-25. Trustees have
responded with the details below and look to reassure the School community that they always have
Rickmansworth Students’ best interests at the heart of every strategic decision made. To add further
local context, we are one of fifty two schools in Hertfordshire that are currently consulting on their
2024/25 admissions arrangements.

All Schools must adhere to the statutory requirements contained in The Schools Admissions Code
(2021). Each year group in every School has, what is known as, a Published Admissions Number
(PAN). Each school also has what is called ‘Numbers on Roll’ (NoR). The NoR number is set by the net
capacity of the school; taking into account items like the size of teaching rooms, the number of
teaching rooms and the number of toilets, canteen space, etc.

Rickmansworth School Sixth form has a net capacity which is set at 315 which cannot be exceeded.
This means the PAN set in year 12 and the same for year 13 is approximately 157 students; therefore
not exceeding the total 315 NoR in the sixth form.

‘The proposed sixth form consultation seems to remove priority for Rickmansworth students’

There have been several questions regarding whether the proposed sixth form admissions seeks to
prioritise external students over internal students. Under The Schools Admissions code (s2.6)
admissions authorities can set academic entry criteria for their sixth forms, which must be the same
for both external and internal students. What this means is if we kept to the current wording  it could
suggest we were favouring one particular group of students over another; falling foul of the
legislation. Trustees seek to adjust this now before they are directed to change it.

‘Trustees seek to ensure the majority of sixth form places go to Rickmansworth students’

Under S1.2 of the Schools Admissions code, all admissions authorities must set a PAN and this
includes where the school admits external applicants to the sixth form. Trustees have, therefore, set
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the PAN for external students at the lowest number, which is a PAN of 1 (one). What this means is if
students meet the attainment requirements, Trustees seek to fill the 156 places with Rickmansworth
School Students and the nominal 1 place has to be filled with an external student.

Why increase the best 8 requirements (raise the minimum attainment needed)?

Trustees recognise that over time the School’s attainment has increased (even in light of the
pandemic) and to limit number on roll in the Sixth Form to 315 in the fairest way possible, Trustees
seek to raise the minimum attainment required.

The Trustees hope that this clarifies some of the questions that have been raised and should you have
further comments please ensure your response has been logged via either the online comment form
or in writing and should be submitted/posted and received before 09:00 on the closing day of the
consultation.

Please note that written responses should outline your personal details, including your name, address
and relationship to The School.

Please post responses to:

FAO: Mr Titley (Admissions Consultation)
Rickmansworth School
Scots Hill
Rickmansworth
WD3 3AQ

At the end of the consultation period, the governing body will consider responses before determining
the admissions arrangements. Any data will be stored securely until the conclusion of the
consultation.

If you wish to further discuss this matter, or anything mentioned in this letter, please contact Mr
Titley at staff.titley@rickmansworth.herts.sch.uk.

Yours sincerely

Mr R Titley
Assistant Headteacher

On behalf of The Governing Body, Rickmansworth School
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